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THE GRIMSDELL
ETHOS

Welcome

We aim to create a happy, secure and rich
learning environment which enhances
the achievements and experiences of all
our pupils. Through this we maximise
each child’s potential alongside positive
encouragement, recognition of individual
needs and the development of core social,
emotional and academic skills. Our child
centred and creative approach to teaching
and learning and appreciation of each
child as an individual lays the foundation
for every child’s education career and
crucially, instils a love of learning that
lasts a lifetime.

Through a creative, interconnected, deep and relevant curriculum
we aim to teach children to a high standard, the skills required
for reading, writing, mathematics, scientific thinking and
creativity alongside key 21st Century skills.
Children are encouraged to develop the qualities of a growth
mind-set whereby their effort, determination and resilience
are valued extensively and mistakes and learning risks are an
essential part of the learning journey.
Our well qualified, highly skilled and dedicated staff team
(including several subject specialists) and access to outstanding
facilities across the Foundation enables us to create high quality
opportunities for all pupils.
Our beautiful grounds and commitment to outdoor learning
allows children to develop and grow in a natural way that is
conducive to happiness and wellbeing, aspects that lie at the
very heart of our school.

Kate Simon
Head
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THE AIMS AND
OBJECTIVES
OF THE MILL
HILL SCHOOL
FOUNDATION

Vision Statement
Equipping pupils for life now and in the future.
Mission Statement
We develop thoughtful, motivated and responsible young
people with a global outlook. Our pupils are excited by the
challenge of learning; we help them to thrive and find their own
path to happiness and success through the range of
opportunities presented by the Mill Hill School Foundation.
Strap Line
Instilling values, inspiring minds.
Aims

To develop moral integrity and the confidence in pupils
to be themselves
This is achieved by:
>P
 ractising respect and tolerance in our multi faith and
multi-cultural environment, through an understanding of
Foundation values and traditions
>E
 nabling pupils to find the courage to stand up for what they
believe in
>P
 roviding opportunities to develop socially responsible
pupils
>E
 ncouraging pupils to be self-aware, resilient and to
celebrate their individuality
>M
 otivating pupils to recognise the local, national and
international context of their own education

> To provide excellence in education
> To bring out the best in every individual child
> To develop moral integrity and the confidence in pupils
to be themselves
> To nurture pupils from childhood to adulthood
> To build a sense of community and environmental awareness

OBJECTIVES

To provide excellence in education
This is achieved by:
> Providing an optimum environment in which outstanding
learning can take place
> Designing a forward looking curriculum which establishes
strengths in the core subjects but is also broad and flexible
enough to adapt to the demands of the 21st Century
> Equipping pupils with the tools and habits of mind that enable
them to navigate the global environment
> Creating a culture across the Foundation that embraces the
importance of staff development and wellbeing

To bring out the best in every individual child
This is achieved by:

To nurture pupils from childhood to adulthood
This is achieved by:
>P
 roviding a wide range of activities that enable pupils to
develop the skills and attributes of confidence, curiosity,
independent thinking, creativity, leadership and team work,
resilience, emotional intelligence and adaptability
>C
 ultivating interests, talents and disciplines that will
enhance the pupils’ experience of life, now and in the future
>P
 roviding a continuity of ethos within all four schools and
effective transition of pupils

To build a sense of community and environmental awareness
This is achieved by:
>W
 orking in close partnership with parents, alumni and the
local community
>M
 anaging our organisation in a financially and
environmentally responsible manner
>E
 ngaging our pupils in environmentally-conscious attitudes
and an appreciation of the natural world
>C
 reating a sense of family and belonging through experiences
and events across the Foundation

> Having high expectations of all pupils and a belief that
everyone can achieve and succeed
> Promoting life-long learning and well-being
> Encouraging compassion and social responsibility in pupils
through giving time, talents and treasures
> Providing a breadth of experiences and opportunities to
enable pupils to find their niche
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THE
GRIMSDELL WAY

At Grimsdell we follow a code called ‘The Grimsdell Way’
whereby children and adults alike are asked to:

Treat other people as we
would like to be treated
Forgive
Share
Be Honest
Listen to each other
Be kind and helpful
Be cooperative
Share our worries
Do our best to be our best
This allows our children to learn and grow within a community
where they can feel safe and secure, have high standards of how
they should be treated by others and have high standards of
themselves in how they behave towards other people.
In this manner we aim to develop confident pupils with positive
self-esteem and an outward looking perspective.
Please refer to our Promoting Positive Behaviour Policy for more
details of our rewards and sanctions procedures. Further details
will also be shared at the Start of Year Curriculum Meetings.

THE STRUCTURE
OF THE SCHOOL

We have 2 part time nursery classes
(Morning and Afternoon), and three forms
in Reception, Year 1 and Year 2. There are
approximately 18 pupils in each class and
every year we rearrange the children for
variety, in order to allow the children to
build a broad friendship group across the
year group before moving onto Belmont.
Parents are made aware of their child’s class in June of the
preceding term. In Nursery and Reception each child is
allocated a Key Person. At Grimsdell their Key Person is their
class teacher.
The classes are named according to the Year group (R, 1 or 2)
teachers’ initials and each class will have a range of ages,
abilities. We aim for as close to 50% boys and girls as possible
in each class. Nursery classes are named either NAM (morning
nursery) or NPM (Afternoon Nursery) The staff of the school
are as follows:
The Head

Senior Deputy Head

Mrs Kate Simon
BA (Hons) PGCE

Mrs Jenny Ticehurst
Bed (Hons)

head@grimsdell.org.uk

jticehurst@grimsdell.org.uk

Assistant Head
Teaching & Learning

Assistant Head Early Years

Miss Yuka Matsushita
BA (Hons) QTS
ymatsushita@grimsdell.org.uk

Mrs Emily Jenner
BA Hons (PGCE)
ejenner@grimsdell.org.uk
Assistant Head Pastoral
Miss Kim Vanstone
Bed, MEdPsyc, PGCert, SpLD,
ATS SENCO
kvanstone@grimsdell.org.uk
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Teachers

Teaching Assistants

Mrs Jaime Baddick
BSc (Hons) PGCE
Teacher &
Enrichment Coordinator

Mrs Laxmi Denton
NCFE Level 3

jbaddick@grimsdell.org.uk

Mrs Sarah Broom
HNC, Early Childhood Studies
REJ Class Teacher

Miss Yuka Matsushita
BA (Hons) QTS
2YM Class Teacher

sbroom@grimsdell.org.uk

ymatsushita@grimsdell.org.uk

Mrs Lucy Dobson
BA (Hons) QTS
Teacher & Forest School Leader

Miss Hannah Deamer
BA (Hons), QTS
RHD Class Teacher &
EYFS PSHEE Coordinator

ldobson@grimsdell.org.uk

hrd@grimsdell.org.uk

Mrs Fabienne Ellis
Diplome D’Etudes
French Specialist

Miss Amelia Baines
BA (Hons) QTS
RAB Class Teacher

fellis@grimsdell.org.uk
Mrs Jo Golden
BMus (Hons) PGCE
Teaching & Computing
Coordinator
jgolden@grimsdell.org.uk
Miss Adene Davey
BA (Hons) QTS
Nursery Teacher
adavey@grimsdell.org.uk
Mrs Lucy Fuller
BSc MA QTS
Nursery Teacher
lcorrigan@grimsdell.org.uk
Mrs Emily Jenner
BA Hons (PGCE)
REJ Class Teacher
ejenner@grimsdell.org.uk

Mrs Susannah Dean
BEd Primary
1SD Class Teacher
sdean@grimsdell.org.uk
Mrs Trusha Patel
BA (Hons)
1TP Class Teacher
tpatel@grimsdell.org.uk
Mrs Nancy Satariano
BA (Hons)
1NS Class Teacher
nsatariano@grimsdell.org.uk
Ms Anjali Moir
BSc (Hons) PGCE
2AM Class Teacher
amoir@grimsdell.org.uk
Miss Rachel Mason
BSc QTS
2RM Class Teacher
rmason@grimsdell.org.uk
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Mrs Joanna Barnett
BA (Hons) PGCE
2YM Class Teacher
jbarnett@grimsdell.org.uk
Mrs Sarah Wakefield
BA (Hons) Music Specialist
swakefield@grimsdell.org.uk
Miss Kim Vanstone
Bed, MEdPsyc, PGCert, SpLD,
ATS SENCO
kvanstone@grimsdell.org.uk
Mrs Veronica Suarez Rivas
BA (Hons) PE Specialist
vsrivas@grimsdell.org.uk
Mrs Clare Harvey
MSc BA (Hons) PGCE
School Librarian (Teaching)
charvey@grimsdell.org.uk
Ms Caroline Freeman
BA (Hons) Sociology
School Counsellor

ldenton@grimsdell.org.uk
Mrs Chryso Josephides
Montessorri Teacher
cjosephides@grimsdell.org.uk
Mrs Arezoo Noorbakhsh
NVQ Level 3
anoorbakhsh@grimsdell.org.uk
Mrs Tanja Oechler
NVQ Level 3
toechler@grimsdell.org.uk
Miss Nisha Patel
Cache Level 3
npatel@grimsdell.org.uk
Mrs Nicolette Savva
NNEB
nsavva@grimsdell.org.uk
Miss Charlie Skelhorn
Cache Level 3,
After School Care Leader
cskelhorn@grimsdell.org.uk

Lunchtime Supervisor
Ms Lorraine Staniford
NNEB- Nursery Nurse &
Forest School Coordinator
lstaniford@grimsdell.org.uk
Miss Sophia Garnett
EDI Level 3 Diploma
sgarnett@grimsdell.org.uk
Mrs Nicole Poole
BA (Hons), CACHE Level 3
npoole@grimsdell.org.uk
Mrs Vivi Goula
BA (Hons), MA
pgoula@grimsdell.org.uk
Mrs Anita Hurst
Registered General Nurse
ahurst@grimsdell.org.uk
Mrs Tina Ftaiha
Cache Level 3
tftaiha@grimsdell.org.uk
Ms Justyna Mazurek Assuncao
MA QTS

Mrs Christina Oliver
christina.oliver@
grimsdell.org.uk
Caretaker
Mr Alex Davies Jones
School Administrators
Mrs Silvana Webb
Head’s PA &
School Administrator
swebb@grimsdell.org.uk
Ms Kimberley Andrews
Registrar &
Assistant Administrator
kandrews@grimsdell.org.uk
Catering Staff
Ms Maggie Walker
Chef
Mr Arlindo Moreno
Mr Wanli Zhou
Miss Rebecca Greaves

justyna.assuncao@
grimsdell.org.uk

Mr Ben Stambler
BA (Distinction),
MSc (Distinction) Psychoanalytic
Developmental Psychology
School Counsellor
(Maternity Cover)
benjamin.stambler@
grimsdell.org.uk
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THE
CURRICULUM

Combining academic rigour with 21st
century skills. Our Creative Curriculum
provides depth in coverage of skills in
all subject areas and allows children to
recognise the links in their learning.

ENGLISH

Children will also have a weekly library session where they will
learn library and research skills in addition to building a love
of books and reading. Here they have access to a wide range
of carefully selected and constantly refreshed titles, including
magazines, newspapers and audio books. We have a dedicated
librarian, Mrs Clare Harvey, who guides and supports each pupil
in their love of books and reading.

Children are interested, excited and curious to learn. Our aim
is to instil in your child a deep and natural love of learning that
will stay with them forever. Our curriculum is rich and diverse
and extended well beyond the National Curriculum. It is both
demanding and exciting, giving your child the chance to excel
in so many areas.
We encourage children to question, enquire and problem
solve. They work in groups of pairs to discuss, debate and
think critically and creatively. They build strong verbal skills so
they are keen and able to write about their ideas and thoughts.
Practical tasks test their thinking and challenge them to be
creative, all the while building their independence and
confidence.
When children are not in lessons they will be outside in the
playground during playtimes developing physical and social
skills and enjoying free time whilst supervised by our own
Grimsdell staff.

MATHS
AND IT

Your child will acquire a deep understanding of the number
system, and a mastery of concepts. They will learn highly
developed problem solving and application skills so that they
will be ready to tackle complex mathematical challenges
with confidence.
Grimsdell children learn to be creative and active in their
approach to IT. We teach it as a discrete subject from the age
of 3, using programmable toys, multi-media software and
resources, and bring it into our theme whenever we can.
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We recognise that the key areas of speaking, listening, reading
and writing are fundamental to children’s learning. We promote
high standards of Literacy by equipping children with the skills
of spoken and written language, whilst developing their love
of reading.

EXTRA
CURRICULAR

We offer a range of after school clubs and activities designed to
develop new interests and skills. Details of these will be sent out
once the new term has started. Clubs change on a termly basis.

HOMEWORK

There is no formal homework in Nursery
although the children have access to the
Library and will bring home books they
have chosen from here on a regular basis.
In reception children will have a range of tasks to consolidate
learning at home. These will include:
> Daily sounds
> Weekly Phonics Scrap Book
> Weekly Maths games
> Reading and Library books
In Years One and Two pupils will have:
> Weekly Maths games
> Reading and Library books
> ‘Take a closer Look’ – Word and sentence level work
with some extended and creative opportunities
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There is a curriculum meeting for each year group at the
beginning of the year where parents are provided with more
detailed information and advice about homework tasks and other
ways to support children at home. This is also an opportunity to
hear more about the daily routines for your child’s class.

Two examples of our Take a Closer Look Homework from Year 1
and 2 respectively:

Over the next week at home:
Read the sentences below. Read them aloud
with expression. Cut them up, mix them up
and encourage your child to reorder them.
Get them to close their eyes and then remove
one, can they work out what word is
missing?
I am a wild child.
A wild child who lives in the woods.
Practice writing in the air, on your hand and
then with a pencil:
Letters i g l
‘ng’
Silent ‘th’ ‘qu’
‘ch’
song
thank
Queen
chin
ring
both
quack
rich

Can you circle the ‘ng’, silent ‘th’, ‘qu’, ‘ch’
sounds in each word?
Read the sentences of the week, draw a
picture to match the sentences and label it
with words from the text.
Create a woodland collage or painting.
Go for a walk in the woods and take photos.

Challenge: you might like to try…
Writing:	Find other words with the
spelling pattern:
ai, ay, a-e

Practice writing in the air, on your hand and
then with a pencil:

Active:	Create a woodland collage and
label the items.

ay
ray
way

a-e
flame
snake

Reading is one of the most important ways in which you
can support your child at home and this should always be an
enjoyable task rather than a chore. There is a reading record
book that goes between home and school so that you can have
a productive dialogue with your teacher about your child’s
progress in reading and ways in which you can support further.

Find other words that contain ‘ng’ silent ‘th’,
‘qu’, ‘ch’.

Read the sentences aloud with expression:
We went to play in the woods in the rain.
Then we followed a trail made by the snail.
The rays of sunshine glittered through the
trees and we saw a flame from the campfire
burning brightly.

ai
snail
trail
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Challenge: you might like to try…
Write the words and sentences of the week.

Art:

LEARNING
SUPPORT

INCLUDING EYFS
(NURSERY AND
RECEPTION)

Children with specific learning difficulties and children who are
finding it harder to access the core elements of their learning
are monitored carefully by our staff and we have our own
Learning Support Department within the school led by Miss Kim
Vanstone kvanstone@grimsdell.org.uk. Miss Vanstone works
with the class teacher and other specialists where appropriate to
support children when a learning need is identified or temporary
intervention might be helpful to a child’s development.
If you have any concerns about your child’s learning we would
encourage you to meet with us to discuss in more detail and
request that you do not arrange additional tutoring, cognitive
ability tests or screening without consulting the school.

Create a woodland collage.

ENRICHMENT

Mrs Jaime Baddick is responsible for leading and monitoring
the promotion of enrichment within all pupil’s learning by
working with class teachers to ensure that all children are
appropriately challenged in lessons and have access to higher
order thinking tasks. We have developed an inclusive approach
to enrichment whereby we see the potential in all children to
access challenging material in different ways.
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TIMES OF
THE DAY

Nursery:

STAY AND PLAY

8.30am–11.35am | for Morning Nursery
12.20pm–3.05pm | for Afternoon Nursery
8.15am | The front door of the school is opened and children are
welcomed with a handshake a smile and friendly greeting by the
Head, Deputy or other staff member. Music is played for an
atmospheric start to the day and children are encouraged to go
up to class independently.

This is our after school care provision
which runs from the end of the school
day until 5.30pm.
The provision is flexible and you can book in for any amount of
time at short notice providing we have spaces that day. Please
book in through the school office either by phone, email or in
person. The cost is £6.00 per hour or part of an hour. You can
also book in advance.

8.30am | Children must be in class by this time for the start
of lessons.
3.00pm | Is the end of the day for Reception

Stay and Play is led by our own staff and the children
participate in a range of stimulating, creative and fun activities.
It is not a homework club.

3.05pm | Is the end of the day for Years 1, 2, and Afternoon
Nursery
Nursery are dropped off and collected from the Nursery Door
(follow the path around the back of the school to access this door)

To book Stay and Play please email office@grimsdell.org.uk or
alternatively ring the School Office on 020 8959 6884.

REJ are collected from the Blue Door
RAB and RHD are collected from the main entrance
1NS and 2YM are collected from the side door on the lawn
by the main entrance
1SD and 1TP are collected from the main entrance
2AM and 2RM are collected from the Blue Door.
At pick up times your child’s teacher will shake their hand and
release them into your care, observing the union of adult and
child before dismissing the next child. Please adhere to pick up
times unless your child has a club or is booked into Stay and Play.
We will not release any child into the care of another adult without
your prior permission. This should preferably be in writing.
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ABSENCE

If your child is away from school please notify the school to
explain the absence by telephoning the school office. The
should be done prior to 8:30am. Any requests for leave of
absence (religious observance for example) should be
addressed in writing to the Head of Grimsdell.
We publish holiday dates well in advance so that you can
arrange holidays around term time.
School Office office@grimsdell.org.uk
Telephone 020 8959 6884
Email head@grimsdell.org.uk
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PARKING
SEE PAGE 33
FOR MAP

We ask that all parents park on Wills
Grove. This is long road and there is
plenty of space for everyone. Please do not
park on High Street which we respectfully
reserve for residents, or any of the car
parks, which are for school staff use.
We operate a one way system at drop off and pick up. This runs
from 8.00am–8.45am and 2.50pm–3.30pm. A car park attendant
will usually be available to guide and direct as necessary.
Please ensure that access to drives and boarding houses are
not blocked and that there is no double parking. We also ask that
parents do not hold up the flow of traffic by waiting for a space.
Dropping of your child directly outside school is strictly forbidden,
even if another adult is escorting them. Please do not park on the
yellow zig zags at any time.

UNIFORM
ALL PUPILS

Fleece Hat
Navy, embroidered with
school logo

Snood*
Navy, embroidered with
school logo

Gloves (optional)
Navy, fleece

Anorak*
Navy, shower proof, embroidered
with school logo

Polo Shirt*
Light blue, long sleeved (Eton)

Socks
Navy, short, 5 pack

We have a maximum speed limit of 10 MPH which is to be
observed at all times. We also ask that any taxi drivers are advised
of the rules as often these are the most frequent offenders of our
parking rules. We will also request your vehicle registration
details at the start of the year.

UNIFORM

The School Outfitters are Howard Bros and Uniform4Kids,
these can be found at the below two locations:
Uniform4Kids
1103/05 Finchley Road
Temple Fortune
London
NW11 0QB

Howard Bros
30 The Broadway
Mill Hill
London
NW7 3LL

020 8209 0999
uniform4kids.com

020 8959 4987
uniform4kids.com

The GPA runs a second hand uniform shop and will advertise the
dates and times of these sales in advance.
*= Item only available from School Outfitters
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UNIFORM
NURSERY &
RECEPTION
(GIRLS & BOYS)

UNIFORM
SUMMER TERM
ALL PUPILS

Baseball Cap*
Navy, embroidered with
school logo
Girls socks
White, knee high
Boys socks
Navy, short

Tracksuit Top*
Navy, embroidered with
school logo

Tracksuit Bottoms*
Navy, embroidered with
school logo

UNIFORM
YEAR 1–2

UNIFORM
SUMMER TERM
BOYS

Trousers (boys)
Navy

Trousers (girls)
Navy

Polo Shirt*
Light blue, short sleeved,
embroidered with school logo

Shorts
Navy

V-neck (boys)*
Grey, with light blue trim
Cardigan (girls)*
Grey, with light blue trim
Pinafore (girls)*
Navy, V-neck style
Girls
Socks: Navy Knee high
Tights: Navy
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UNIFORM
SUMMER TERM
GIRLS
PE Bag*
Navy, embroidered with
school logo
Trainers
White, velcro

UNIFORM
SWIMMING
YEAR 1 AND
YEAR 2

Summer Dress*
Floral

UNIFORM
NURSERY –
YEAR 2

Swimwear/Swim Hat*
(Summer Term only)
Girls wear a Navy Swimsuit Boys wear Navy Trunks

UNIFORM
SPORTS KIT
YEAR 2 ONLY

Polo Shirt*
White, with Navy trim,
embroidered with school logo
(Nursery wear in the Summer
Term)

Shorts
Navy, poly/cotton (Nursery
wear in the Summer Term)
Belmont Tracksuit Top*
Navy, embroidered with school
logo, wording on reverse

FOREST
SCHOOL
UNIFORM

Belmont Track Bottoms*
Navy, with Sky piping

Raindrops has provided our waterproofs for several years and
they are very durable. To purchase your child’s Forest School
Uniform please visit raindrops.co.uk and filter by ‘Children’s
rainwear; Waterproof Sets and All in Ones’.
Product Name: “Ocean Rainset”
Colour: Navy
Cost: £32.95

Tracksuit Top*
Navy, embroidered with
school logo
22

Tracksuit Bottoms*
Navy, embroidered with
school logo

If your suit does not arrive in time for the first Forest School
session please send your child in to school in suitable clothing
(tracksuit bottoms), wellington boots (named) and a waterproof
jacket. Parents can also purchase the jacket and trousers
separately should you wish to.
23

GRIMSDELL
SCHOOL
RUCKSACK

If you child is entering Reception in September you will need to
purchase a purple rucksack. This will be used to bring their
Forest School kit into school when required. It will also be used
by the children when they are on a school trip. The rucksack
must be purchased from the School Office at a cost of £10.00.
This rucksack will continue to be used by your child throughout
their time at Grimsdell.

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

Please label all items for clothing for ease of returning them
to you when they are lost. The GPA runs a second hand
uniform shop and will advertise the dates and times of these
sales in advance.
Jewellery is not permitted in school for reasons of health and
safety. If your child has pierced ears, earrings will need to be
removed. It is suggested that if you wish to get your child’s
ears pierced you do so at the start of the summer holiday.

BRINGING
IN ITEMS
FROM HOME

LUNCH
AND SNACK

Every child has a hot lunch and there
are no home prepared packed lunches
in the school.
The lunch break lasts from noon until 1.00pm. The children in
Reception, Year 1 and 2 eat their lunch in mixed year group
sittings in the Pre-Prep hall. The food provides a balanced diet
and is freshly prepared on the premises. It is healthy, appropriate
for the age of the children in terms of appeal and nutrients, and
offers some choice. We encourage healthy attitudes to food
and are not averse to some small treats being included in our
menus for pudding and on Fridays for snack.
We cater for all allergies and dietary requirements. Please ensure
you have completed the form in the joining pack sent via Firefly
to your email address advising us of these and keep us informed
of any allergies which may develop subsequently.
We encourage the use of knife and fork and good table manners.
The teachers and assistants supervise the children in the dining
room and on the playground and we have three additional
lunchtime supervisors.

Please ensure that children do not bring
in any food from home as we have many
allergies in the school and need to monitor
what comes into the school building.

Our menus for lunch and snack are published weekly in the
newsletter and also posted on the notice board outside the
front entrance.

The exception to this is when it is your child’s birthday when you
may bring in a nut free treat (individually bagged for each child).
This is given out at the end of the day so that parents can decide
if or when this treat is best given to their child. Children may also
wear a birthday badge on their birthday if they wish!

If you have any questions or concerns regarding your child’s
eating please direct these to the class teacher in the first
instance, who will help you to resolve them.

Occasionally when there is a special event we may arrange for
the children to have a picnic sandwich lunch. When the children
go on a school trip they are allowed to bring a packed lunch
from home and advice is given about the sorts of things to
include or not include.

Children may bring in items from home when specifically
requested or for Show and Tell. You will be advised of these
times in advance or in your Curriculum Meeting at the start of
the year. Otherwise please ensure that toys are kept at home.
We are happy to distribute party invitations providing the whole
class is invited.
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HEALTH
AND MEDICAL

We have a full time School Nurse,
Mrs Anita Hurst. Her medical room can
be found around the left hand corner from
the school office and through the double
doors on the left hand side.
The School Nurse is available from 8.15am–8.30am each
morning to receive any medication your child may need during
the school day. This must be in the original box with the label and
you will need to fill in a form that Mrs Hurst will supply you with.
If your child becomes unwell during the school day they will be
cared for in the medical room and you will be contacted to come
and collect them. It is important that we have all your up to date
contact details and those of anyone you have nominated to collect
your child if you are unable to. If their medical needs are more
severe we have the senior school medical centre across the
road with access to more nurses and doctors.
Parents are informed of any accidents or injuries, either by note,
email or telephone call. Please ensure that we have your child’s
medical form returned to us well before the start of the school
year and keep us updated of any medical conditions. You are
required to fill in an Emergency Treatment Form, Statement
of Previous Health Form and Nursery/Reception Questionnaire
prior to joining the school.
We have a 48 hour policy on returning to school after the
last bout of vomiting or diarrhoea. Since introducing this rule
we have significantly reduced the spread of infection resulting
in an increased attendance rate in the school. This rule is
Foundation wide and we ask that all parents adhere to it. Children
with a temperature should not be sent into school.
We have a policy on swimming whereby if your child is well
enough to come into school, they are well enough to swim. If you
feel your child is not well enough to swim then they should be
kept off school for the day, except in special circumstances such
as fractures or open wounds.
We also have a school counsellor who is a trained child
psychotherapist. Her name is Caroline Freeman and referrals to
see her are made after consultation through The Head of Grimsdell.
In addition to this we have a Play Therapist, Sarah Broom, who works
with a number of children in order to provide early intervention that
supports their emotional development.
At Grimsdell we have a strict no smoking policy throughout
the premises.
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CONTACT WITH
THE STAFF AND
COMMUNICATION

We encourage your child to come into
school independently as much as possible
as this has a positive impact on learning
and confidence.

If you need to speak to the teacher in the morning about an
important matter you may go up to the class, but please be
aware of the need for the teacher to start the school day as
seamlessly as possible.
You will have your teacher’s email address and may contact
them about any queries you have. They will only respond to
emails before the school day and at the end of the school day.
During the day their attention is on interacting with the children,
delivering lessons and pastoral care, and preparing for lessons.
We kindly ask that parents refrain from sending emails late at
night or at weekends unless they are urgent.
If you have a query that warrants longer discussion you are very
welcome to make an appointment to see the class teacher at any
time during the year. They will be more than happy to help.
There are two formal parent meetings per year, one in the
Autumn Term and one in the Spring Term.
Parents are also invited to attend Open House sessions where
you will have the opportunity to view your child’s learning
journal and classrooms. These operate weekly in Nursery
and Reception and Termly in Year 1 and 2.
Parents are often invited into school for assemblies, special
events and to deliver talks or sessions with the children at special
times (for example to share a religious festival). We enjoy having
parental presence within the school at appropriate times, as do
the children.
The weekly newsletter is sent out electronically, typically on a
Friday afternoon. It contains a letter from The Head, a round-up
of activities across the school and from each year group, and a
look ahead to future learning the following week. The newsletter
also contains key information about new initiatives, date
changes and special events or talks so please ensure you read
this carefully each week. If you have trouble receiving the
weekly newsletter they may be in your junk inbox. To stop this
from happening please add the Grimsdell Marketing email
address marketing@grimsdell.org.uk to your contact list or
search in your email from Grimsdell Pre-Prep School.
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We will send messages of a timely nature via text message and
post information on the website (for example closure of school
due to snow).

HOUSE
SYSTEM

There are three house events each year – run by the Head of
House and there are Year 2 House Captains for each house. We
encourage team spirit and healthy competition during these
events and the children learn the skills of good sportsmanship
– learning to win and lose graciously.

We will send emails for all other communication, although
usually we prefer to save all communication for Friday’s
newsletter if at all possible.
Occasionally we may need a form or permission slip to be filled
in, in which case a hard copy of the letter will be send home in
the book bag.

REPORTING
TO PARENTS

TAKING
PHOTOGRAPHS
OF CHILDREN

You will receive two written reports about your child’s progress
and learning journey in the Autumn Term and the Summer Term.
You will always have to opportunity to discuss the report in more
detail should you wish to.

Only school cameras and devices are permitted to take photos
of children at school. We have a no mobile phone policy within
the school to ensure that personal devices cannot record
images of children. Staff and Parents are required to adhere
to this policy.
Parents are permitted to take photographs at school performances
and sports events providing they do not post pictures of other
children on social media.
Parents are required to provide consent for us to use their child’s
images on the website, in the school magazine and on our social
media channels (Twitter, Facebook and Instagram)
To keep up with what is going on at Grimsdell please follow
@millhillpreprep

We operate a House system at Grimsdell. Each child is allocated
one of three houses: Oak, Willow or Beech. These are the names
of trees that grow locally and were chosen by the school council.

Children can earn smileys (house points) for following
The Grimsdell Way, showing a growth mindset or producing
exceptional pieces of work or performances. These points
accumulate and there is a termly assembly where the winning
house is announced and awarded a cup. This is always
very exciting!

THE GRIMSDELL
PARENTS’
ASSOCIATION
(GPA)

Parents are automatically members
of the GPA. Social functions and
fundraising events are arranged by
parents and second hand uniform sales
regularly take place.
There is a class representative system for effective dissemination
of information and there are GPA meetings for any parents
wishing to attend half termly.
Our Parents Day is a key event of the year to have in your diary.
This academic year it will take place on Friday 19th June 2020.
The day involves a morning of sport (our Sports Day) followed
by a family picnic lunch on the sports field. This is followed by
an open afternoon when you look around the whole school with
your child and where possible, meet your child’s new teacher
for the following year. At the same time the GPA organises a
summer fete with plenty of fun activities and stalls for the children.
The Parents’ Association is run by Mrs Naomi Flash-Parsons
and Mrs Carly Novick. They can be contacted on the GPA
email address grimsdellparentsassociation@hotmail.co.uk
The entire parent body do a wonderful job of enhancing the
school community so it is great if lots of different parents
can get involved.
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POLICIES

The following policies are available to view on the website
or in the school office on request:
> Admissions Policy
> Anti-Bullying Policy
> Grimsdell Curriculum Policy
> Promoting Positive Behaviour Policy (including misbehaviour
and exclusions)
> Complaints Procedure and the number of formal complaints
received in the previous year
> Early Years Foundation Stage Policy

TERM DATES
2019–2020

Autumn Term 2019

05/09

18/10

Term Begins:
Thursday 5 September
at 8:15am

Half Term:
Friday 18 October
at close of school

04/11

12/12

Until:
Monday 4 November
at 8:15am

End of Term:
Thursday 12 December
at 11.45am

> English as an Additional Language (EAL)
> First Aid Policy

Spring Term 2020

> Health and Safety Policy

07/01

14/02

Term Begins:
Tuesday 7 January
at 8:15am

Half Term:
Friday 14 February
at close of school

> Missing Child Policy – including the procedure in the event that
a parent/carer fails to collect a child
> SEND Policy
> Policy to Safeguard and Promote the Welfare of Children who
are Pupils at the Foundation
> Parents may also view on request:
> The ISI Inspection reports
> National or examination data for the whole foundation, including
Grimsdell’s academic performance in the preceding year

24/02

03/04

Until:
Monday 24 February
at 8:15am

End of Term:
Friday 3 April
at 11.45am

Summer Term 2020

23/04

8/05

Term Begins:
Thursday 23 April
at 8:15am

Bank Holiday:
Friday 8 May Bank Holiday
(School closed)

22/05

01/06

Half Term:
Friday 22 May
at close of school

Until:
Monday 1 June
at 8:15am

02/07
End of Term:
Thursday 2 July
at 12.10pm
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PLANS OF
SCHOOL
GROUNDS
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CONTACT
DETAILS

How can you reach us?
Grimsdell School Mill Hill Pre-Preparatory School
Winterstoke House
Wills Grove
Mill Hill
London NW7 1QR
millhill.org.uk/grimsdell
The Head of Grimsdell
Mrs Kate Simon
head@grimsdell.org.uk
School Office
020 8959 6884
office@grimsdell.org.uk
Head’s PA and Administrator
Silvana Webb
swebb@grimsdell.org.uk
Registrar
Kimberley Andrews
kandrews@grimsdell.org.uk
Fees and Finance
fees@mhsfoundation.org.uk
020 8959 1176
The Chair of Governors
Mr Elliot Lipton
To make contact with the Chair of Governors
c/o Julia Warbey
Mill Hill School
The Ridgeway
Mill Hill
London NW7 1QS
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Instilling values, inspiring minds
millhill.org.uk/grimsdell

Grimsdell
Mill Hill Pre-Preparatory School
Winterstoke House
Wills Grove
London NW7 1QR
020 8959 6884
office@grimsdell.org.uk
Follow us @MillHillPrePrep

